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Cadet 230

Model Overview:

Compact and easy to stow in a cockpit locker, the CADET holds its own against bigger 

models. Its progressive-diameter buoyancy-tube provides improved stability. CADETs have 

an outstanding lifespan and guarantee a high level of safety for their owners. The thermo-

banding assembly technique ensures a perfectly smooth join between buoyancy tube and 

base. 

Choose your floor from an extensive range: the Aero models are comfortable and light 

thanks to the H2P inflatable floor. The high-performance plywood-floor Solid series models 

have an inflatable keel enabling them to plane rapidly and improving manoeuvrability. Fitting 

the slatted floor in the Roll Up series simply involves inflating the buoyancy tubes; stowage is 

just a matter of folding it into its carrying bag, no need to remove the slats.

Plus Products:

Superior seating space
Progressive-diameter buoyancy tubes
Choice of 3 floors
Tough and long-lasting

Item code: Z11011

Fabric: 

Colour: 

Floor: 



Specifications

Dimensions (m - fi) Capacity

Length overall: 2.30 - 7’7” Passengers (ISO): 3

Inside length: 1.44 - 4’9” Max payload allowed (B) (kg - lbs): -

Width overall: 1.34 - 4’5” Max payload allowed (C) (kg - lbs): 270 - 595

Inside width: 0.62 - 2’0” Total weight (kg - lbs): 22 - 49

Tube diametre: 0.36 - 1’2” Airtight compartments: 2

Outboard data Category

Shaft Short European directive -

Min recommended power (Hp - kW): - 

Max recommended power (Hp - kW): - 

Max power allowed (Hp - kW): 4 - 3 

Max speed (km/h - mph): 11 - 7 

Hull storage (m - fi)

Length: - Height: -

Width: - Hull angle (°): -

Folded boat dimensions (m - fi)

Length of 1st bag: 0.98 - 3’3” Length of 2nd bag: -

Width of 1st bag: 0.51 - 1’8” Width of 2nd bag: -

Height of 1st bag: 0.30 - 1’0” Height of 2nd bag: -

Equipments

Hull Buoyancy tube

Removable slats

Aluminium engine mounting plate

1 internally-operated baile

Strongan™ fabric

Easy Push valves

Handrail

2 oar rests

2 “Safe Clic” swivel oarlocks

All-round ribbed rubbing strip

Bow handle

2 stainless steel tow rings

Cone reinforcers

Standard Equipment

“Quick Release” removable thwart

Reinforced aluminium oars + oarlock with locking ring

“Modulo” carrying bag

Foot pump

Repair kit

Owner’s manual

 


